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WEAK QUENCHED LIMITING DISTRIBUTIONS FOR TRANSIENT
ONE-DIMENSIONAL RANDOM WALK IN A RANDOM ENVIRONMENT
JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
Abstract. We consider a one-dimensional, transient random walk in a random i.i.d. environ-
ment. The asymptotic behaviour of such random walk depends to a large extent on a crucial
parameter  > 0 that determines the uctuations of the process. When 0 <  < 2, the aver-
aged distributions of the hitting times of the random walk converge to a -stable distribution.
However, it was shown recently that in this case there does not exist a quenched limiting
distribution of the hitting times. That is, it is not true that for almost every xed environ-
ment, the distributions of the hitting times (centered and scaled in any manner) converge to
a non-degenerate distribution. We show, however, that the quenched distributions do have a
limit in the weak sense. That is, the quenched distributions of the hitting times { viewed as a
random probability measure on R { converge in distribution to a random probability measure,
which has interesting stability properties. Our results generalize both the averaged limiting
distribution and the non-existence of quenched limiting distributions.
1. Introduction
A random walk in a random environment (RWRE) is a Markov chain with transition prob-
abilities that are chosen randomly ahead of time. The collection of transition probabilities are
referred to as the environment for the random walk. We will be concerned with nearest-neighbor
RWRE on Z, in which case the space of environments may be identied with 
 = [0;1]Z, en-
dowed with the cylindrical -eld. Environments ! = f!xgx2Z 2 
 are chosen according to a
probability measure P on 
.
Given an environment ! = f!xgx2Z 2 
 and an initial location x 2 Z, we let fXngn0 be
the Markov chain with law Px
! dened by Px
!(X0 = x) = 1, and
Px
! (Xn+1 = y jXn = x) =
8
> <
> :
!x y = x + 1
1   !x y = x   1
0 otherwise:
Since the environment ! is random, Px
!() is a random probability measure and is called the
quenched law. By averaging over all environments we obtain the averaged law
Px() =
Z


Px
!()P(d!):
Since we will usually be concerned with RWRE starting at x = 0, we will denote P0
! and P0 by
P! and P, respectively. Expectations with respect to P, P!, and P will be denoted by EP, E!
and E, respectively. Throughout the paper we will use P to denote a generic probability law,
separate from the RWRE, with corresponding expectations E.
We will make the following assumptions on the distribution P on environments
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Assumption 1. The environments are i.i.d. That is, f!xgx2Z is an i.i.d. sequence of random
variables under the measure P.
Assumption 2. The expectation EP[log0] is well dened and EP[log0] < 0. Here i =
i(!) = 1 !i
!i , for all i 2 Z.
In Solomon's seminal paper on RWRE [Sol75], he showed that Assumptions 1 and 2 imply
that the RWRE is transient to +1. That is, P(limn!1 Xn = +1) = 1. Moreover, Solomon
also proved a law of large numbers with an explicit formula for the limiting velocity vP =
limn!1 Xn=n. Interestingly, vP > 0 if and only if EP[0] < 1, and thus one can easily construct
examples of RWRE that are transient with \zero speed."
Soon after Solomon's original paper, Kesten, Kozlov, and Spitzer [KKS75] analyzed the
limiting distributions of transient RWRE under the following additional assumption.
Assumption 3. The distribution of log0 is non-lattice under P, and there exists a  > 0
such that EP[
0] = 1 and EP[
0 log0] < 1.
Kesten, Kozlov, and Spitzer obtained limiting distributions for the random walk Xn by rst
analyzing the limiting distributions of the hitting times
Tx := inffn  0 : Xn = xg:
Let (x) be the distribution function of the standard normal distribution, and let L;b(x) be
the distribution function of a totally skewed to the right stable istribution of index  2 (0;2)
with scaling parameter b > 0 and zero shift; see [ST94].
Theorem 1.1 (Kesten, Kozlov, and Spitzer [KKS75]). Suppose that Assumptions 1 - 3 hold,
and let x 2 R.
(1) If  2 (0;1), then there exists a constant b > 0 such that
lim
n!1
P

Tn
n1=  x

= L;b(x):
(2) If  = 1, then there exist constants A;b > 0 and a sequence D(n)  Alogn so that
lim
n!1P

Tn   nD(n)
n
 x

= L1;b(x):
(3) If  2 (1;2), then there exists a constant b > 0 such that
lim
n!1
P

Tn   n=vP
n1=  x

= L;b(x):
(4) If  = 2, then there exists a constant  > 0 such that
lim
n!1
P

Tn   n=vP

p
nlogn
 x

= (x):
(5) If  > 2, then there exists a constant  > 0 such that
lim
n!1P

Tn   n=vP

p
n
 x

= (x):
Theorem 1.1 is then used in [KKS75] in the natural way to obtain averaged limiting distribu-
tions for the random walk itself, but for the sake of space we do not state the precise statement
here. It should be noted that a formula for the scaling parameter b > 0 appearing above when
 < 2 has been obtained recently in [ESZ09b, ESTZ10].WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 3
It was not until more recently that the limiting distributions of the hitting time and the
random walk were studied under the quenched distribution. In the case when  > 2, Alili
proved a quenched central limit theorem for the hitting times of the form
(1) lim
n!1P!

Tn   E!Tn
1
p
n
 x

= (x); 8x 2 R; P   a:s:;
where 2
1 = EP[Var! T1] < 1 [Ali99]. The environment-dependent centering term E!Tn makes
it dicult to use (1) to obtain a quenched central limit theorem for the random walk, but
this diculty was overcome independently by Goldsheid [Gol07] and Peterson [Pet08] to obtain
a quenched central limit theorem for the random walk (also with an environment-dependent
centering).
When  < 2 the situation is quite dierent. Even though one could reasonably expect that,
similarly to (1), a limiting stable distribution of index  existed (possibly with environment-
dependent centering or scaling), this has turn out not be the case. In fact, it was shown in [PZ09,
Pet09] that quenched limiting distributions do not exist when  < 2. For P-a.e. environment
!, there exist two (random) subsequences nk = nk(!) and mk = mk(!) so that the limiting
distributions of Tnk and Tn0
k under the measure P! are Gaussian and shifted exponential,
respectively. That is,
lim
k!1
P!
 
Tnk   E!Tnk p
Var! Tnk
 x
!
= (x); 8x 2 R;
and
lim
k!1
P!
 
Tmk   E!Tmk p
Var! Tmk
 x
!
=
(
1   e x 1 x >  1
0 x   1;
8x 2 R:
These subsequences were then used to show the non-existence of quenched limiting distributions
for the random walk as well [PZ09, Pet09].
These results of [PZ09, Pet09] are less than completely satisfying because one would like to be
able to say something about the quenched distribution after a large number of steps. Also, the
existence of subsequential limiting distributions that are Gaussian and shifted exponential begs
the question of whether and what other types of distributions are possible to obtain through
subsequences. The proof of the non-existence of quenched limiting distributions in [Pet09]
implies, for large n, the magnitude of the hitting time Tn is determined, to a large extent,
by the amount of time it takes the random walk to pass a few \large traps" in the interval
[0;n]. Moreover, as was shown in [Pet09, Corollary 4.5], the time to cross a \large trap" is
approximately an exponential random variable with parameter depending on the \size" of the
trap. Therefore, one would hope that the quenched distribution of Tn could be described in
terms of some random (depending on !) weighted sum of exponential random variables. Our
main results conrm this by showing that the quenched distribution { viewed as a random
probability measure on R { converges in distribution on the space of probability measures to
the law of a certain random innite weighted sum of exponential random variables.
Before stating our main result, we introduce some notation. Let M1 be the space of prob-
ability measures on (R;B(R)), where B(R) is the Borel -eld. Recall that M1 is a complete,
separable metric space when equipped with the Prohorov metric
(2) (;) = inff" > 0 : (A)  (A") + "; (A)  (A") + " 8A 2 B(R)g; ; 2 M1;
where A" := fx 2 R : jx   yj < " for some y 2 Ag is the "-neighbourhood of A. By a random
probability measure we mean a M1-valued random variable, and we denote convergence in
distribution of a sequence of random probability measures by n =) ; see [Bil99]. This
notation does carry the danger of being confused with the weak convergence of probability4 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
measures on R, but we prefer it to the more proper, but awkward, notation Ln =) L with
L being the law of a random measure .
Next, let Mp be the space of Radon point processes on (0;1]; these are the point processes
assigning a nite mass to all sets (x;1] with x > 0. We equip Mp with the standard topology
of vague convergence. This topology can be metrized to make Mp a complete separable metric
space; see [Res08, Proposition 3.17]. For point processes in Mp we denote vague convergence by
n
v ! . An Mp-valued random variable will be called a random point process, and, as above,
we will use the somewhat improper notation n =)  to denote convergence in distribution of
random point processes.
We dene a mapping  H : Mp ! M1 in the following manner. Let  =
P
i1 xi, where
(xi) is an arbitrary enumeration of the points of  2 Mp. We let  H() to be the probability
measure dened by
(3)  H()() =
(
P
P
i1 xi(i   1) 2 
 P
i1 x2
i < 1
0() otherwise;
where, under a probability measure P, (i) is a sequence of i.i.d. mean 1 exponential random
variables. Note that the condition
P
i1 x2
i < 1 guarantees that the sum inside the probability
converges P-a.s. It is clear that the mapping  H is well dened in the sense that  H() does not
depend on the enumeration of the points of . We defer the proof of the following lemma to
Appendix A.
Lemma 1.2. The map  H is measurable.
We are now ready to state our rst main result, describing the weak quenched limiting
distribution for the hitting times centered by the quenched mean.
Theorem 1.3. Let Assumptions 1 - 3 hold, and for any ! 2 
 let n;! 2 M1 be dened by
(4)  n;!() = P!

Tn   E!Tn
n1= 2 

:
Then there exists a  > 0 such that  n;! =)  H(N;) where N; is a non-homogeneous Poisson
point process on (0;1) with intensity x  1.
Remark 1.4. The Gaussian and centered exponential distributions that were shown in [Pet09]
to be subsequential quenched limiting distributions of the hitting times are both, clearly, in the
support of the random limiting probability measure obtained in Theorem 1.3. Indeed, letting
k = kk 1=2 2 Mp we see that  H(1) is a centered exponential distribution, and the central
limit theorem implies that limk!1  H(k) is a standard Gaussian distribution.
Remark 1.5. One can represent the non-homogeneous Poisson process N; as
N; =
1 X
j=1

1= 
 1=
j
;
where ( j)j1 is the increasing sequence of the points of the unit rate homogeneous Poisson
process on (0;1). In particular, the points of N; are square summable with probability 1 if
 < 2 (and square summable with probability 0 if   2.) Furthermore, the random limiting
distribution in Theorem 1.3 can be written in the form
(5)  H(N;)() = P

1=
1 X
j=1
 
 1=
j (j   1) 2 

;
and we recall that the probability in (5) is taken with respect to the exponential random
variables (j), while keeping the standard Poisson arrivals ( j) xed.WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 5
The random probability measure L = H(N;) above has a curious stability property in M1:
if L1;:::;Ln are i.i.d. copies of L, then
(6) L1  :::  Ln()
law = L
 
=n1=
for n = 1;2;:::. To see why this is true, represent each Li as in (5), but using an independent
sequence of Poisson arrivals for each i = 1;:::;n. Then the n-fold convolution L1 :::Ln has
the same representation, but the sequence of the standard Poisson arrivals has to be replaced by
a superposition of n such independent sequences. Since a superposition of independent Poisson
processes is, once again, a Poisson process and the mean measures add up, we conclude that
L1  :::  Ln()
law = P

1=
1 X
j=1
~  
 1=
j (j   1) 2 

;
where (~  j)j is the increasing sequence of the points of a homogeneous Poisson random measure
on (0;1) with intensity n. Since the sequence ( j=n)j also forms a Poisson random measure
with intensity n, (6) follows.
Since we know that when  < 2 there is no centering and scaling that results in convergence
to a deterministic distribution, we have some exibility in choosing what centering and scaling
to work with. For example, if we use the averaged centering and scaling in Theorem 1.1, then
a slightly dierent random probability distribution will appear in the limit. Before stating this
result we need to introduce some more notation. Dene mappings H;H" : Mp ! M1, " > 0,
as follows. For  =
P
i1 xi, H() and H"() are the probability measures dened by
(7) H()() =
(
P
P
i1 xii 2 

if
P
i1 xi < 1
0
P
i1 xi = 1:
and
(8) H"()() = P
0
@
X
i1
xii1fxi>"g 2 
1
A:
As was the case in the denition of  H in (3), the denition of H() does not depend on a
particular enumeration of the points of . Furthermore, an obvious modication of the proof of
Lemma 1.2 shows that the map H is measurable. The maps H" are even (almost) continuous,
as will be seen in Section 7.
Theorem 1.6. Let Assumptions 1 - 3 hold. For ; > 0 let N; be a non-homogeneous
Poisson point process on (0;1) with intensity x  1. Then for every  2 (0;2) there is a
 > 0 such that the following statements hold.
(1) If  2 (0;1), then
n;!() = P!

Tn
n1= 2 

=) H(N;):
(2) If  = 1, then
n;!() = P!

Tn   nD(n)
n
2 

=) lim
"!0+

H"(N;1)   c;1(")

;
where c;1(") =
R 1
" x 1 dx = log(1="), and D(n) is a sequence such that D(n) 
Alogn for some A > 0.6 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
(3) If  2 (1;2), then
n;!() = P!

Tn   n=vP
n1= 2 

=) lim
"!0+

H"(N;)   c;(")

;
where c;(") =
R 1
" x  dx = 
 1" ( 1).
Remark 1.7. The limits as " ! 0+ in the cases 1   < 2 in Theorem 1.6 are weak limits in
M1. The fact that these limits exist is standard; see e.g. [ST94]. As we show in Section 7,
xing a Poisson process N; on some probability space (for example, as in Remark 1.5), even
convergence with probability 1 holds.
The limiting random probability measures obtained in the dierent parts of Theorem 1.6
also have stability properties in M1, similar to the stability property of  H(N;) described in
Remark 1.5. Specically, if L1;L2;:::;Ln are i.i.d. copies of the limiting random probability
measure L in Theorem 1.6, then the stability relation for the convolution operation (6) still
holds if  6= 1. In the case  = 1, the corresponding stability relation is
L1  :::  Ln()
law = L
 
=n   logn

:
The proof is similar to the argument used in Remark 1.5. We omit the details.
The statement (and proof) of the weak quenched limits with the quenched centering (Theo-
rem 1.3) is much simpler than the corresponding result with the averaged centering (Theorem
1.6). However, in transferring a limiting distribution from the hitting times Tn to the location
of the random walk Xn it is easier to use the averaged centering.
Corollary 1.8. Let Assumptions 1 { 3 hold for some  2 (0;2), and let  > 0 be given by
Theorem 1.6.
(1) If  2 (0;1), then for any x 2 R,
P!

Xn
n < x

=) H(N;)(x 1=;1):
(2) If  = 1, then there exists a sequence (n)  n=(Alogn) (with A > 0 as in the conclusion
of Theorem 1.6) such that for any x 2 R,
P!

Xn   (n)
n=(logn)2 < x

=) lim
"!0+

H"(N;1)   c;1(")

( A2x;1):
(3) If  2 (1;2), then for any x 2 R,
P!

Xn   nvP
n1= < x

=) lim
"!0+

H"(N;)   c;(")

( xv
 1 1=
P ;1):
Remark 1.9. The type of convergence in Corollary 1.8 is weaker than that in Theorems 1.3 and
1.6. Instead of proving that the quenched distribution of Xn (centered and scaled) converges
in distribution on the space M1, we only prove that certain projections of the quenched law
converge in distribution as real valued random variables. We suspect that, with some extra
work, the techniques of this paper could be used to prove a limiting distribution for the full
quenched distribution of Xn, but we will leave that for a future paper. Some results in this
direction have previously been obtained in [ESZ09a]
Remark 1.10. Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.8 generalize the stable limiting distributions under
the averaged law [KKS75]. For instance, when  2 (0;1),
P

Tn
n1=  x

= EP

P!

Tn
n1=  x

 !
n!1 E[H(N;)( 1;x]];
and it is easy to see that E[H(N;)( 1;x]] = L;b(x) for some b > 0.WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 7
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some notation and re-
view some basic facts that we will need. Then, in Section 3 we outline a general method for
transferring a limiting distribution result for one sequence of random probability measures to
another sequence of random probability measures by constructing a coupling between the two
sequences. The method developed in Section 3 is then implemented several times in Section 4
to reduce the study of the quenched distribution of the hitting times Tn to the quenched dis-
tribution of a certain environment-dependent mixture of exponential random variables. Then,
these environment-dependent mixing coecients are shown in Section 5 to be related to a non-
homogeneous Poisson point process N;. In Section 6 we complete the proof of Theorem 1.3
by proving a weak quenched limiting distribution for this mixture of exponentials. The proof
of Theorem 1.6 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3, and in Section 7 we indicate how to
complete the parts of the proof that are dierent. Finally, in Section 8 we give the proof of the
Corollary 1.8.
Before turning to the proofs, we make one remark on the writing style. Throughout the
paper, we will use c, C, and C0 to denote generic constants that may change from line to line.
Specic constants that remain xed throughout the paper are denoted C0, C1, etc.
2. Background
In this section we introduce some notation that will be used throughout the rest of the
paper. For RWRE on Z, many quenched probabilities and expectations are explicitly solvable
in terms of the environment. It is in order to express these formulas compactly that we need
this additional notation. Recall that x = (1   !x)=!x, x 2 Z. Then, for i  j we let
(9) i;j =
j Y
x=i
x; Ri;j =
j X
k=i
i;k; and Wi;j =
j X
k=i
k;j:
Denote
(10) Ri = lim
j!1
Ri;j =
1 X
k=i
i;k and Wj = lim
i! 1
Wi;j =
j X
k= 1
k;j:
Note that Assumption 2 implies that Ri and Wj are nite with probability 1 for all i;j 2 Z.
The following formulas are extremely useful (see [Zei04] for a reference)
(11) Px
! (Ti > Tj) =
Ri;x 1
Ri;j 1
and Px
! (Ti < Tj) =
i;x 1Rx;j 1
Ri;j 1
; i < x < j;
(12) Ei
!Ti+1 = 1 + 2Wi; i 2 Z:
As in [PZ09, Pet09], we dene the \ladder locations" i of the environment by
0 = 0; and i = inffn > i 1 : i 1;n 1 < 1g; i  1: (13)
Since the environment is i.i.d., the sections of the environment f!x : i 1  x < ig between
successive ladder locations are also i.i.d. However, the environment directly to the left of 0 = 0
is dierent from the environment to the left of i for i > 1. Thus, as in [PZ09, Pet09] it is
convenient to dene a new probability law on environments by
(14) Q() = P (ji; 1 < 1; all i   1);
by Assumption 2 the condition is an event of positive probability.
Two facts about the distribution Q will be important to keep in mind throughout the re-
mainder of the paper.
 Under the measure Q the environments stationary under shifts by the ladder locations
i.8 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
 Since, under P, the environment is i.i.d., the measure Q coincides with the measure P
on (!x : x  0).
Often for convenience we will denote 1 by . It was shown in [PZ09, Lemma 2.1] that the
distribution of  (which is the same under P and Q) has exponential tails. That is, there exist
constants C;C0 > 0 such that
(15) P( > x) = Q( > x)  C0e Cx; x  0:
In particular this implies that limn!1 n=n =   := EQ = EP, both P and Q - a.s..
In contrast, it was shown in [PZ09, Theorem 1.4] that, under Assumption 3, the distribution
of the rst hitting time E!T has power tails under the measure Q. That is, there exists a
constant C0 such that
(16) Q(E!T > x)  C0x ; x ! 1:
3. A General Method for Transferring Weak Quenched Limits
Our strategy for proving weak quenched limits for the hitting times will be to rst prove
a weak quenched limiting distribution for a related sequence of random variables. Then by
exhibiting a coupling between the two sequences of random variables we will be able to conclude
that the hitting times have the same weak quenched limiting distribution. The second of these
steps is accomplished through the following lemma. It applies to random probability measures
on R2, which are simply random variables taking values in M1(R2). The latter space is the
space of all probability measures on R2 which can be turned into a complete, separable metric
space in the same way as it was done to the space M1 in Section 1. The two maps assigning
each probability measure in M1(R2) its two marginal probability measures are automatically
continuous.
Lemma 3.1. Let n; n = 1;2;::: be a sequence of random probability measures on R2 dened
on some probability space
 

;F;P

. Let n and 0
n be the two marginals of n, n = 1;2;:::.
Suppose that for every  > 0
(17) lim
n!1P
 
n
 
(x;y) : jx   yj  
	
> 

= 0:
If n =)  for some  2 M1, then 0
n =)  as well.
Remark 3.2. Generally the space 
 will be the space of environments and P will be the measure
Q on environments dened in (14). However, in one application (Lemma 4.2 below) we will use
slightly dierent spaces and measures and so we need to state Lemma 3.1 in this more general
form.
Proof. The denition of the Prohorov metric  in (2) implies that, if n
 
(x;y) : jx   yj 

	
 , then (n;0
n)  . Therefore, the assumption (17) implies that (n;0
n) ! 0 in
probability. Now the statement of the lemma follows from Theorem 3.1 in [Bil99]. 
The following is an immediate corollary.
Corollary 3.3. Under the setup of Lemma 3.1, assume that
(18) EnjX   Y j ! 0; in P-probability
(here X and Y are the coordinate variables in R2 and En is expectation with respect to the
measure n). If n =)  for some  2 M1, then 0
n =)  as well.
Proof. The claim follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 and Markov's inequality via
P(n(jX   Y j  )  )  P(EnjX   Y j  2):
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Remark 3.4. By the Cauchy-Scwarz inequality, a sucient condition for (18) is
(19) En(X   Y ) ! 0 and Varn(X   Y ) ! 0; in P-probability:
4. A Series of Reductions
In this section we repeatedly apply Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 to reduce the problem of
nding weak quenched limits of the hitting times Tn to the problem of nding weak quenched
limits of a simpler sequence of random variables that is a random mixture of exponential
distributions.
First of all, instead of studying the quenched distributions of the hitting times, it will be
more convenient to study the hitting times along the random sequence of the ladder locations
n. Since by (15), the distance between consecutive ladder locations has exponential tails, and
n=n !   = EP1 the quenched distribution of Tn should be close to the quenched distribution
of T n with   = 1=  (for ease of notation we will write  n instead of b nc). Based on this, we
will reduce our problem to proving a quenched weak limit theorem for Tn =
Pn
i=1(Ti  Ti 1).
Secondly, as mentioned in the introduction, the proof of the non-existence of quenched limiting
distributions for hitting times in [Pet09] hinged on two observations. The rst of these says
that, for large n, the magnitude of Tn is mainly determined by the increments Ti   Ti 1 for
those i = 1;:::;n for which there is a large \trap" between the ladder locations i 1 and i.
The second observation is that, when there is a large \trap" between i 1 and i, the time
to cross from i 1 to i is, approximately, an exponential random variable with a large mean.
That is, Ti   Ti 1 may be approximated by ii where
(20) i = i(!) = E
i 1
! Ti = E!(Ti   Ti 1);
and i is a mean 1 exponential random variable that is independent of everything else.
When analyzing the hitting times of the ladder locations Tn the measure Q is more conve-
nient to use than the measure P since, under Q, the environment is stationary under shifts of
the environment by the ladder locations. In particular, figi1 is a stationary sequence under
Q. The main result of this section is the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. For ! 2 
, suppose that P! is expanded so that there exists a sequence i
which, under P!, is an i.i.d. sequence of mean 1 exponential random variables. Let  n;! 2 M1
be dened by
(21)  n;!() = P!
 
1
n1=
n X
i=1
i(i   1) 2 
!
;
where i = i(!) is given by (20). If  n;!
Q
=)  H(N;) then  n;!
P =)  H(N= ;), where  n;! is
dened in (4).
Lemma 3.1 says that weak imits for one sequence of M1-valued random variables can be
transferred to another sequence of M1-valued random variables if these random probability
measures can be coupled in a nice way. We pursue this idea and prove Proposition 4.1 by
establishing the series of lemmas below. All of these results will be proved using Lemma 3.1
and Corollary 3.3.
Lemma 4.2. If  n;!
Q
=)  H(N;) then  n;!
P =)  H(N;).
Lemma 4.3. For ! 2 
, let  n;! 2 M1 be dened by
 n;!() = P!

Tn   E!Tn
n1= 2 

= P!
 
1
n1=
n X
i=1
(Ti   Ti 1   i) 2 
!
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If  n;!
Q
=)  H(N;) then  n;!
Q
=)  H(N= ;).
Lemma 4.4. If  n;!
Q
=)  H(N;) then  n;!
Q
=)  H(N;).
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Recall that P and Q are identical on (!x : x  0). We start with
a coupling of P and Q that that produces two environments that agree on the non-negative
integers. Let ! be an environment with distribution P and let ~ ! be an independent environment
with distribution Q. Then, construct the environment !0 by letting
!0
x =
(
~ !x x   1
!x x  0:
Then !0 has distribution Q and is identical to ! on the non-negative integers. Let P be
the joint distribution of (!;!0) in the above coupling. Given a pair of environments (!;!0),
we will construct coupled random walks fXng and fX0
ng with hitting times fTng and fT0
ng,
respectively, so that the marginal distributions of fXng and fX0
ng are P! and P!0 respectively.
Let P!;!0 denote the joint distribution of fXng and fX0
ng with expectations denoted by E!;!0,
and consider random probability measures on R2 dened by
n() = P!;!0

Tn   E!;!0Tn
n1= ;
T0
n   E!;!0T0
n
n1=

2 

:
We wish to construct the coupled random walks so that
(22) lim
n!1n 1=E!;!0j(Tn   E!;!0Tn)   (T0
n   E!;!0T0
n)j = 0; P   a:s:
This will be more than enough to satisfy conditions (18) of Corollary 3.3, and the conclusion
of Lemma 4.2 will follow.
We now show how to construct coupled random walks fXng and fX0
ng. Since the environ-
ments ! and !0 agree on the non-negative integers, our coupling will cause the two walks to
move in the same manner at all locations x  0. Precisely, on their respective ith visits to
site x  0, they will both either move to the right or both move to the left. To do this, let
  = fx;igx2Z;i1 be a collection of i.i.d. standard uniform random variables that is independent
of everything else. Then, given (!;!0) and  , construct the random walks as follows:
X0 = 0; and Xn+1 =
(
Xn + 1 if Xn = x; #fk  n : Xk = xg = i; and x;i  !x
Xn   1 if Xn = x; #fk  n : Xk = xg = i; and x;i > !x
and
X0
0 = 0; and X0
n+1 =
(
X0
n + 1 if X0
n = x; #fk  n : X0
k = xg = i; and x;i  !0
x
X0
n   1 if X0
n = x; #fk  n : X0
k = xg = i; and x;i > !0
x:
Having constructed our coupling, we now turn to the proof of (22). It is enough in fact to
show that
(23) sup
n
E!;!0jTn   T0
nj < 1; and sup
n
jE!;!0Tn   E!;!0T0
nj < 1; P-a.s.
To show the second inequality in (23), we use the explicit formula (12) for the quenched expec-
tations of hitting times, so that
E!Tn = n + 2
n X
i=0
Wi = n + 2
n X
i=0
(W0;i + 0;iW 1) = n + 2
n X
i=0
W0;i + 2W 1R0;n:WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 11
Similarly, (with the obvious notation for corresponding random variables corresponding to !0)
E!0T0
n = n + 2
n X
i=0
W0
0;i + 2W0
 1R0
0;n 1 = n + 2
n X
i=0
W0;i + 2W0
 1R0;n;
where the second equality is valid because !x = !0
x for all x  0. Thus,
sup
n
jE!;!0Tn   E!;!0T0
nj = sup
n
2R0;njW 1   W0
 1j = 2R0jW 1   W0
 1j < 1; P-a.s.
Turning to the rst inequality in (23), let
Ln :=
Tn X
k=0
1fXk<0g; L0
n :=
T0
n X
k=0
1fXk<0g;
be the number of visits by by the walks fXng and fX0
ng, correspondingly, to the negative
integers, by the time they reach site x = n. The coupling of Tn and T0
n constructed above is
such that jTn   T0
nj = jLn   L0
nj. Therefore,
E!;!0jTn   T0
nj = E!;!0jLn   L0
nj  E!Ln + E!0L0
n:
Letting L = limn!1 Ln and L0 = limn!1 L0
n denote the total amount of time spent in the
negative integers by the random walks fXng and fX0
ng, respectively, we need only to show that
E!L + E!0L0 < 1, P-a.s. To this end, note that L =
PG
i=1 Ui where G is the number of times
the random walk fXng steps from 0 to  1 and the Ui is the amount of time it takes to reach
0 after the ith visit to  1. Note that G is a geometric random variable starting from 0 with
success parameter P!(T 1 = 1) > 0, and that the Ui are independent (and independent of G)
with common distribution equal to that of the time it takes a random walk in environment !
to reach 0 when starting at  1. Thus, by rst conditioning on G, we obtain that
E!L = E!

G
 
E 1
! T0

=
 
E 1
! T0
 P!(T 1 < 1)
P!(T 1 = 1)
:
Similarly,
E!0L0 =
 
E 1
!0 T0
 P!0(T 1 < 1)
P!0(T 1 = 1)
:
This completes the proof since E 1
! T0 and E 1
!0 T0 are nite, P-a.s. by (12). 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. For ! 2 
, let ^ n;! 2 M1 be dened by
^ n;!(A) = P!

T n   E!T n
n1= 2 A

=  b nc;!
 
n1=
b nc1= A
!
:
Since n1==b nc1= !   1= =  1= as n ! 1, it follows (for example, by Lemma 3.1) that
 n;!()
Q
=)  H(N;)() implies that ^ n;!()
Q
=)  H(N;)( 1= )
Now, it follows from (5) that  H(N;)( 1= )
Law =  H(N= ;)(). Therefore, the claim of the
lemma will follow once we check that that
(24) ^ n;!
Q
=)  H(N;) implies that  n;!
Q
=)  H(N;)
To show (24) we will verify condition (19) of the remark following Corollary 3.3. Since both
^ n;! and  n;! are mean zero distributions on R, it is enough to show that
(25) lim
n!1Q

n 2= Var!(Tn   T n) > 

= 0; 8 > 0:12 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
To this end, note that if  n  n  k then Var!(Tn   T n) =
Pn
x= n+1 Var!(Tx   Tx 1) 
Var!(Tk   T n). A similar inequality holds if k  n   n. Using this, we obtain that for
any " > 0
Q

Var!(Tn   T n) > n2=

 Q(jn    nj > "n) + Q

Var!(T[ n]+["n]   T n) > n2=

+ Q

Var!(T n   T[ n] ["n]) > n2=

= Q(jn    nj > "n) + 2Q

Var!(T"n) > n2=

; (26)
where the last equality is due to the fact that, under the measure Q, the environment is
stationary under shifts of the ladder locations. The rst term in (26) vanishes since  n=n ! 1,
Q-a.s., by the law of large numbers. For the second term in (26), recall that n 2= Var! Tn has
a -stable limiting distribution under Q [Pet09, Theorem 1.3]. Thus, there exists a b > 0 such
that
lim
n!1Q

Var!(T"n) > n2=

= 1   L;b(" 2=):
Since the right hand side can be made arbitrarily small by taking " ! 0, we have nished the
proof of (25) and, thus, also of the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. The proof of the lemma consists of showing that we can couple the stan-
dard exponential random variables of Proposition 4.1 with the random walk fXng in such a
way that condition (19) of the remark following Corollary 3.3 holds. Since the relevant random
probability measures have zero means, we only need to ensure that
(27) lim
n!1
Q
 
n 2= Var!
 
Tn   E!Tn  
n X
i=1
i(i   1)
!
> 
!
= 0; 8 > 0:
We will perform the coupling in such a way that the sequence of pairs (Ti   Ti 1;i) is
independent under the quenched law P!. Since E!Tn =
Pn
i=1 i, this will imply that
Var!
 
Tn   E!Tn  
n X
i=1
i(i   1)
!
=
n X
i=1
Var!
 
Ti   Ti 1   ii

:
As in [PZ09], for any i dene
(28) Mi = maxfi 1;j : i 1  j < ig:
The utility of the sequence Mi is that it is roughly comparable to i and
p
Var!(Ti   Ti 1),
but Mi is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables (see [PZ09, equations (15) and (63)] for precise
statements regarding these comparisons). In [PZ09, Lemma 5.5] it was shown that for any
0 < " < 1,
lim
n!1Q
 
1
n2=k
n X
i=1
Var!(Ti   Ti 1)1fMin(1 ")=g > 
!
= 0; 8 > 0:
A similar argument (see also the proof of [PZ09, Lemma 3.1]) implies that
lim
n!1Q
 
1
n2=k
n X
i=1
2
i 1fMin(1 ")=g > 
!
= 0; 8 > 0:
Then, since Var!(Ti   Ti 1   ii)  2Var!(Ti   Ti 1) + 22
i , in order to guarantee (27) it
is enough to perform a coupling in such a way that for some 0 < " < 1,
(29) lim
n!1Q
 
1
n2=k
n X
i=1
Var!(Ti   Ti 1   ii)1fMi>n(1 ")=g > 
!
= 0; 8 > 0:WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 13
Recall that we separately couple each exponential random variable i with the corresponding
crossing time Ti   Ti 1. For simplicity of notation we will describe this coupling when i = 1,
and we will denote 1, 1 and 1 by ,  and , respectively.
First, note that T can be constructed by doing repeated excursions from the origin. Let
T+
0 = inffn > 0 : Xn = 0g be the rst return time to the origin, and let fF(j)gj1 be an i.i.d.
sequence of random variables all having the distribution of T+
0 under P!(jT+
0 < T). Also, let
let S be independent of the fF(j)g and have the same distribution as T under P!(jT < T+
0 ).
Finally, let N be independent of S and the fF(j)g and have a geometric distribution starting
from 0 with success parameter p! = P!(T < T+
0 ). Then we can construct T by letting
(30) T = S +
N X
j=1
F(j):
Note that
(31)  = E!T = E!S +
1   p!
p!
(E!F(1))
Given this construction of T, the most natural way to couple T with  is to provide a coupling
between  and N. We set
(32) N = bc!c; where c! =
 1
log(1   p!)
;
so that N is exactly a geometric random variable with parameter p!.
For this coupling, we obtain the following bound on Var!(T   ).
Lemma 4.5. Let T and  be coupled using (30) and (32). Then,
(33) Var!(T   )  (E!S)2 +
(E!F(1))2
3
+ Var!(T)   (E!F(1))2 Var!(N):
Proof. First of all, note that
Var!(T   ) = Var!
0
@S +
N X
j=1
F(j)   
1
A
= Var!(S) + Var!
0
@
N X
j=1
F(j)   
1
A
= Var!(S) + Var!(F(1))(E!bc!c) + Var!

bc!c(E!F(1))   

: (34)
Since bc!c is independent of c!   bc!c, we can use the identity for  in (31) to write, with
the help of a bit of algebra,
Var!

bc!c(E!F(1))   

= (E!F(1))2 Var! (bc!c) + 2   2(E!F(1)) Cov(bc!c;)
=

(E!F(1))2   2(E!F(1))=c!

Var! (bc!c) + 2
= (E!S)2 + 2(E!S)(E!F(1))
1   p!
p2
!
(p! + log(1   p!))
+ (E!F(1))21   p!
p2
!

2   p! + 2
1   p!
p!
log(1   p!)

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Using a Taylor series expansion of log(1   p) for jpj < 1, one can show that for any p 2 [0;1),
p + log(1   p) =  
1 X
k=2
pk
k
 0;
and
1   p
p2

2   p + 2
1   p
p
log(1   p)

= 1=3  
1 X
k=1
4pk
(k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 3)

1
3
:
Therefore,
Var!

bc!c(E!F(j))   

 (E!S)2 +
(E!F(1))2
3
:
Recalling (34), we obtain that
Var!(T   )  Var!(S) + (E!S)2 +
(E!F(1))2
3
+ Var!(F(1))(E!bc!c)
Since (30) implies that
Var!(T) = Var!(S) + Var!
 
N X
i=1
F(i)
!
= Var!(S) + (E!F(1))2 Var!(N) + Var!(F(1))(E!N);
the bound (33) follows. 
The utility of the upper bound in Lemma 4.5 is that E!F(1) and E!S are relatively small
when M1 is large.
Lemma 4.6. For 0 < " < 1,
(35) Q

E!S > n6"=; M1 > n(1 ")=

= o(n 1);
and
(36) Q

E!F(1) > n6"=; M1 > n(1 ")=

= o(n 1):
The bound (35) on the tail decay of E!S was proved in [PZ09, Corollary 4.2]. The proof
of (36) is similar and involves straightforward but rather tedious computations using explicit
formulas for quenched expectations and variances of hitting times conditioned on exiting an
interval on a certain side. We defer the proof to Appendix B.
We now proceed to nish the proof of Lemma 4.4 by extending the coupling of T with  to
all crossing times and showing that the resulting coupling satises (29). As was done for T in
(30) we may decompose Ti   Ti 1 so that, with the obvious notation,
Ti   Ti 1 = Si +
Ni X
j=1
F
(j)
i :
Lemma 4.5 tells us that
n X
i=1
Var!
 
Ti   Ti 1   ii

1fMi>n(1 ")=g

n X
i=1
 
(E!Si)2 +
(E!F
(1)
i )2
3
+ Var!(Ti   Ti 1)   (E!F
(1)
i )2 Var!(Ni)
!
1fMi>n(1 ")=g:WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 15
An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.6 is that for any 0 < " < 1, on an event of probability
converging to one, all the E!Si and E!F
(1)
i with i  n are less than n6"= when M1 > n(1 ")=.
Thus, by choosing 0 < 12"= < 2=   1 we obtain that
lim
n!1Q
 
1
n2=
n X
i=1
 
(E!Si)2 +
(E!F
(1)
i )2
3
!
1fMi>n(1 ")=g > 
!
= 0; 8 > 0:
Therefore, to prove (29) it is enough to show
(37)
lim
n!1Q
 
1
n2=
n X
i=1

Var!(Ti   Ti 1)   (E!F
(1)
i )2 Var! Ni

1fMi>n(1 ")=g > 
!
= 0; 8 > 0:
In [PZ09], it was shown that, when M1 is large, 2
1 = (E!T)2 is comparable to Var! T1. In
fact, as was shown in the proof of Corollary 5.6 in [PZ09],
lim
n!1Q
 
n 2=

 
 
n X
i=1
 
Var!(Ti   Ti 1)   2
i

1fMi>n(1 ")=g

 
 
> 
!
= 0; 8 > 0:
Therefore it only remains to show that
lim
n!1Q
 
n 2=
n X
i=1

2
i   (E!F
(1)
i )2 Var!(Ni)

1fMi>n(1 ")=g > 
!
= 0; 8 > 0:
Note that by (31)
2   (E!F(1))2 Var!(N) = (E!S)2 + 2(E!S)(E!F(1))(E!N)   (E!F(1))2(E!N2)
 (E!S)2 + 2(E!S)(E!T):
On the event where E!Si  n6"= for all i  n with Mi > n(1 ")= we have
n X
i=1

2
i   (E!F
(1)
i )2 Var!(Ni)

1fMi>n(1 ")=g  n1+12"= + 2n6"=
n X
i=1
E
i 1
! Ti
= n1+12"= + 2n6"=E!Tn:
Again, applying Lemma 4.6 with 0 < 12"= < 2=   1, we see that for any  > 0,
limsup
n!1
Q
 
n 2=
n X
i=1

2
i   (E!F
(1)
i )2 Var! Ni

1fMi>n(1 ")=g > 
!
 limsup
n!1
Q

n 2=+6"=E!Tn >

2

;
and so the proof will be complete once we show that n 2=+"E!Tn = n 2=+" Pn
i=1 i converges
in probability to 0 for " > 0 small enough.
If  < 1, then since n 1=E!Tn converges in distribution [PZ09, Theorem 1.1], choosing " <
1= works. If  > 1 then since E!Tn =
Pn
i=1 i and the i are stationary and integrable under
Q (see (16)), the ergodic theorem implies that n 1E!Tn converges and, hence, choosing " <
2= 1 works. Finally, when  = 1 it follows from (16) that for any 0 < p < 1, EQ(
Pn
i=1 i)p 
apn for some ap 2 (0;1), so choosing " < 1 works. 
We conclude this section by noting that with a few minor modications of the proof of
Proposition 4.1 we can obtain the following analog in the case of the averaged centering.16 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
Proposition 4.7. For ! 2 
, suppose that P! is expanded so that there exists a sequence i
which, under P!, is an i.i.d. sequence of mean 1 exponential random variables. Let n;! 2 M1
be dened by
(38) n;!() =
8
> > <
> > :
P!

1
n1=
Pn
i=1 ii 2 

 < 1
P!
  1
n
Pn
i=1(ii   D0(n)) 2 

 = 1
P!

1
n1=
Pn
i=1(ii    ) 2 

 2 (1;2);
where D0(n) = EQ[11f1 ng]  C0 log(n) and   = EQ[1] = EQ[E!T]. Let c;(") be as in
Theorem 1.6, and set ~ c;1(") =
R  
" x 1 dx = c;1(") + log( ). If
n;!
Q
=)
8
> <
> :
H(N;)  < 1
lim"!0+ H"(N;1)   ~ c;1(")  = 1
lim"!0+ H"(N;)   c;(")  2 (1;2)
;
then
n;!
P =)
(
H(N= ;)  < 1
lim"!0+ H"(N= ;)   c;(")  2 [1;2)
;
where n;! is as in Theorem 1.6.
Remark 4.8. In the case  = 1, the relation between the sequences D(n) and D0(n) can be
given by
D(n) =
bn= c
n
D0(bn= c) =
bn= c
n
EQ

11f1 bn= cg

:
5. Analysis of the crossing times
By Propositions 4.1 and 4.7, our work is reduced to studying the distribution of a random
mixture of exponential random variables, where the random coecients are the average crossing
times i = E
i 1
! Ti in (20). The following proposition, which is the main result of this section,
establishes a Poisson limit of point processes arising from the random coecients i.
Proposition 5.1. For n  1 let Nn;! be a point process dened by
(39) Nn;! =
n X
i=1
i=n1=:
Then, under the measure Q, Nn;! converges weakly in the space Mp to a non-homogeneous
Poisson point process with intensity x  1, where  = C0 and C0 is the constant in (16).
That is, Nn;!
Q
=) N;.
Proof. For a point process  =
P
i1 xi 2 Mp and a function f : (0;1] ! R+, dene the
Laplace functional (f) =
P
i1 f(xi). Since the weak convergence in the space Mp is equivalent
to convergence of the Laplace functionals evaluated at all continuous functions with compact
support of the type [;1] for some  > 0 (see Proposition 3.19 in [Res08]), the statement of
the proposition will follow once we check that for any such f
(40) lim
n!1EQ
h
e Nn;!(f)
i
= exp

 
Z 1
0
(1   e f(x))x  1 dx

:
Remark 5.2. An inspection of the argument of Propositions 3.16 and 3.19 in [Res08] reveals
that the convergence in (40) for all continuous functions with compact support as above will
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Recall from (16) that Q(1 > x)  C0x . Thus, if the (i) were i.i.d., the conclusion of the
proposition would follow immediately; see e.g. Proposition 3.21 in [Res08]. Since the sequence
(i) is only stationary under Q, our strategy is to show that the dependence between the (i)
is weak enough so that the point process Nn;! converges weakly to the same limit as if the (i)
were i.i.d.
Recalling the notation in (9) and (10) and the formula for quenched expectations of hitting
times in (12), we may write
i = E
i 1
! Ti = i   i 1 + 2
i 1 X
j=i 1
Wj
= i   i 1 + 2
i 1 X
j=i 1
Wi 1;j + 2Wi 1 1Ri 1;i 1:
Thus, i = AiZi + Yi, where
Ai = Wi 1 1; Zi = 2Ri 1;i 1; and Yi = i   i 1 + 2
i 1 X
j=i 1
Wi 1;j:
Note that Yi and Zi only depend on the environment from i 1 to i   1, and therefore
f(Yi;Zi)gi1 is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables with the same distribution as (Y1;Z1) =
( + 2
P
j=0 W0;j;2R0; 1). Also, note that the sequence fAigi1 is stationary under the mea-
sure Q. From this decomposition of i we can see that the reason (i) is not an i.i.d. sequence
is that the sequence (Ai) is not i.i.d. The random variables (Ai) all have the same distribution
under Q as A1 = W 1. Furthermore, W 1 has exponential tails under Q. That is, there exist
constants C;C0 > 0 such that
(41) Q(W 1 > x)  C0e Cx;
see Lemma 4.2.2 in [Pet08]. In addition, W 1 can be very well approximated by W j; 1 for
large j. That is, there exist constants C1;C2;C3 > 0 such that for every j = 1;2;:::,
(42) Q(W 1   W j; 1 > e C1j)  C2e C3j:
To see this, dening the ladder locations  k to the left of the origin in the natural way (see
[PZ09]), observe that for any c > 0,
Q(W 1   W k; 1 > e ck)  eckEQ[W 1   W k; 1]
= eckEQ[ k; 1W k 1] = eckEQ[0; 1]kEQ[W1]:
Since EQ[0; 1] < 1 by the denition of the ladder locations, choosing c small enough gives
us an exponential bound Q(W 1   W k; 1 > e ck)  C0e Ck, k = 1;2;::: for some positive
C;C0. The bound (42) now follows by writing, for a > 0,
Q(W 1   W j; 1 > e cj)  Q(W 1   W aj; 1 > e cj) + Q(aj > j);
and noticing that, by (15), for a > 0 small enough, the latter probability is exponentially small
as a function of j.
Keeping the exponential bounds (41) and (42) in mind, we modify the sequence of the
crossing times in order to reduce the dependence. For n  1 we set A
(n)
i = Wi 1 b
p
nc;i 1 1
and 
(n)
i = A
(n)
i Zi + Yi, i = 1;2;:::. Notice that 
(n)
i and 
(n)
j are independent if ji   jj >
p
n.
Next, we give a comparison of 
(n)
i with i that will allow us to analyze the tail behaviour of
the random variables (
(n)
i ).18 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
Lemma 5.3. There exist constants, C;C0 > 0 such that
Q

1   
(n)
1 > e n1=4
 Ce C0p
n; n = 1;2;::::
Proof. From the decompositions of i and 
(n)
i we obtain that i   
(n)
i = (Ai   A
(n)
i )Zi. Note
that Z1 = 2R0; 1  2R0. By (16) there exists a constant C such that Q(Z1 > x)  Cx  for
all x > 0. Therefore, for any x > 0
Q

1   
(n)
1 > x

 Q

A1   A
(n)
1 > e C1
p
n

+ Q

Z1 > eC1
p
nx

 C2e C3
p
n + Ce C1
p
nx :
Choosing x = e n1=4
completes the proof. 
Based on the truncated crossing times (
(n)
i ) we dene a sequence of point processes by
N(n)
n;! =
X
i1


(n)
i =n1=; n = 1;2;::::
Lemma 5.4. N
(n)
n;!
Q
=) N; as n ! 1 for  = C0, the constant in (16).
Proof. Let f : (0;1] ! R+ be a continuous functon vanishing for all 0 < x <  for some  > 0,
and Lipshitz on the interval (;1). We will prove the following analogue of (40):
(43) lim
n!1EQ
h
e N
(n)
n;!(f)
i
= exp

 
Z 1
0
(1   e f(x))x  1 dx

:
According to Remark 5.2, this will give us the claim of the lemma.
For 0 <  < 1 we dene a sequence of random random variables
Kn() = card

i = 1;:::;n : both 
(n)
i > n1= and 
(n)
j > n1=
for some i + 1  j  i + n; j  n:
	
:
We claim that
(44) lim
!0
limsup
n!1
Q(Kn() > 0) = 0:
To see this, let 0 < " < 1, and consider a sequence of events
Bn(") =

for some i = 1;:::;n; 
(n)
i > n1= but max(Yi;Zi)  "n1=	
:
Since by (16) there exists a constant C such that Q(max(Y1;Z1) > x)  Cx  for all x > 0,
while by (41) the random variable A1 has an exponentially fast decaying tail, we see that
Q(Bn("))  nQ
 
max(Y1;Z1)  "n1=; 
(n)
1 > n1=
 nQ
 
max(Y1;Z1)  "n1=; (A1 + 1)max(Y1;Z1) > n1=
= O

nQ(max(Y1;Z1) > n1=)EQ
 
(A1 + 1)1(A1 + 1 > =")

= O

 EQ
 
(A1 + 1)1(A1 + 1 > =")

as in, for example, Breiman's lemma ([Bre65]). Therefore,
(45) lim
"!0
limsup
n!1
Q(Bn(")) = 0:WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 19
For ;" > 0
Q(Kn() > 0)  Q(Bn(")) + Q
 
for some i = 1;:::;n, some i + 1  j  i + n,
max(Yi;Zi) > "n1= and max(Yj;Zj) > "n1=
 Q(Bn(")) + n2 
Q(max(Y1;Z1) > "n1=2
 Q(Bn(")) + C2" 2:
We conclude that
lim
!0
limsup
n!1
Q(Kn() > 0)  limsup
n!1
Q(Bn("));
and so (44) follows from (45).
Fix, for a moment, " > 0 and take  > 0 such that for some n0 we have Q(Kn() > 0)  "
for all n  n0; this is possible by (44). Consider the random sets
Dn = fi = 1;:::;n : 
(n)
i > n1=g:
Since f(x) = 0 if x  , we can write
EQ
h
e N
(n)
n;!(f)
i
= EQ exp
(
 
X
i2Dn
f
 

(n)
i =n1=
)
(46)
= EQ
"
exp
(
 
X
i2Dn
f
 

(n)
i =n1=
)
1(Kn() = 0)
#
+ EQ
"
exp
(
 
X
i2Dn
f
 

(n)
i =n1=
)
1(Kn() > 0)
#
:= H(1)
n + H(2)
n :
By the choice of ,
(47) limsup
n!1
H(2)
n  limsup
n!1
Q(Kn() > 0)  ":
Moreover, given the event fKn() = 0g, the points in the random set Dn are separated, for
large n, by more than
p
n and, hence, given also the random set Dn, the random variables

(n)
i ; i 2 Dn are independent, each one with the corresponding conditional distribution. That
is,
H(1)
n = Q(Kn() = 0)EQ
h
EQ

exp

 f
 

(n)
1 =n1=	 
(n)
1 > n1=
icardDn

 
Kn() = 0

:
The power law (16) and Lemma 5.3 show the weak convergence to the Pareto distribution
Q


(n)
1 =n1= > t


(n)
1 > n1=

! (t=) 
for t  , and so by the bounded convergence theorem,
EQ

exp

 f
 

(n)
1 =n1=	

(n)
1 > n1=

!
Z 1
1
e f(t)t (+1) dt:
Now the claim (43) follows from (46), (47) and the following limiting statement: for the constant
C0 in (16),
exp

 C0(1   ) 	
 lim
!0
liminf
n!1 EQ

cardDn

 Kn() = 0

(48)
= lim
!0
limsup
n!1
EQ

cardDn

 Kn() = 0

 exp

 C0(1   ) 	20 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
for all 0 <  < 1. In order to complete the proof of the lemma it, therefore, remains to prove
(48).
We split the set f1;2:::;ng into a union of the following sets. Let
I1:n = f1;:::;[n3=4]g; J1:n = f[n3=4] + 1;:::;[n3=4] + [n2=3];
I2:n = f[n3=4] + [n2=3] + 1;:::;2[n3=4] + [n2=3]g;
J2:n = f2[n3=4] + [n2=3] + 1;:::;2[n3=4] + 2[n2=3]g;
etc. (the last interval can be a bit shorter than the rest). Clearly, the cardinality mn of the
union of all intervals Jk:n satises mn=n ! 0 as n ! 1. We write Dn = D
(I)
n [ D
(J)
n , where
D
(I)
n (resp. D
(J)
n ) contains all the points of Dn that are in one of the intervals Ik:n (resp. Jk:n).
Observe that the intervals Ik:n are separated by more that
p
n, so for i and j in two dierent
of this type, 
(n)
i and 
(n)
j are independent. We have
EQ

cardDn1
 
Kn() = 0

 EQ

cardD
(I)
n

=

EQCard(Dn\I1:n)
[n=([n3=4]+[n2=3])]
:
Repeating the argument leading to (44) (that shows that 
(n)
i and 
(n)
j can both exceed n1=
for 0 < ji   jj  n3=4 only on an event of a vanishing probability) tells us that
Q
 
Card(Dn \ I1:n) = 1

 n3=4Q
 

(n)
1 > n1=
 n3=4C0 n 1 = C0 n 1=4;
Q
 
Card(Dn \ I1:n) > 1

= o(n 1=4);
Therefore,
EQCard(Dn\I1:n) = 1   (1   )C0 n 1=4 + o(n 1=4);
implying that
limsup
n!1
EQ

cardDn

 Kn() = 0


1
Q(Kn() = 0)
exp

 C0(1   ) 	
;
and the upper limit part in (48) follows from (44).
Similarly,
EQ

cardDn1
 
Kn() = 0

 EQ

cardD
(I)
n 1
 
Kn() = 0;D(J)
n = 0

EQ

cardD
(I)
n

  Q(Kn() > 0)   Q(D(J)
n > 0):
The last term vanishes in the limit since mn=n ! 0. Therefore,
liminf
n!1
EQ

cardDn
 
Kn() = 0

 exp

 C0(1   ) 	
  Q(Kn() > 0);
and the lower limit part in (48) follows from (44) as well. 
Now we are ready to nish the proof of Proposition 5.1, which we accomplish by checking
(40) for nonnegative continuous functions f on (0;1] with compact support that are Lipschitz
continuous on (0;1). For any such function f,
E
h
e Nn;!(f)
i
= E
"
exp
(
 
n X
i=1
f(i=n1=)
)#
= E
"
e N
(n)
n;!(f) exp
(
 
n X
i=1

f(i=n1=)   f(
(n)
i =n1=)
)#
:WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 21
Now, let

n :=
n
! 2 
 : i   
(n)
i  e n1=4
; 8i = 1;2;:::n
o
Lemma 5.3 implies that Q(
c
n) ! 0 as n ! 1. Since f is Lipschitz with some constant c, on
the event 
n we have
 

 
n X
i=1

f(i=n1=)   f(
(n)
i =n1=)


 
 

c
n1=
n X
i=1
ji   
(n)
i j
 cn1 1=e n1=4
;
and so by Lemma 5.4
lim
n!1E
h
e Nn;!(f)
i
= lim
n!1E
h
e N
(n)
n;!(f)1
n
i
= E
h
e N;(f)
i
;
proving (40). 
In addition to the already established convergence of the point processes (Nn;!), in the sequel
we will also need the following tail bound on the sums of the average crossing times i that are
not extremely large.
Lemma 5.5. Let  2 [1;2). Then for any  > 0,
lim
"!0+ limsup
n!1
Q
 
1
n1=
 
 

n X
i=1

i1fi"n1=g   EQ[11f1"n1=g]

 
 

 
!
= 0:
Proof. Clearly, i1fi"n1=g = i ^ "n1=   "n1=1fi>"n1=g. Therefore,
Q
 
1
n1=
 
 

n X
i=1

i1fi"n1=g   EQ[11f1"n1=g]


 
 
 
!
 Q
 
1
n1=

 
 
n X
i=1

i ^ "n1=   EQ[1 ^ "n1=]


 
 
 =2
!
(49)
+ Q
 
"

 
 
n X
i=1
1fi>"n1=g   nQ(1 > "n1=)

 
 
 =2
!
: (50)
We will rst handle the term in (50). For " > 0, let G" : Mp ! Z+ be dened by G"() =
P
i1 1fxi>"g when  =
P
i1 xi. Then, since G" is continuous on the set M
(")
p = f(f"g = 0g,
we conclude by Proposition 5.1 and the continuous mapping theorem that
Pn
i=1 1fi>"n1=g =
G"(Nn;!) =) G"(N;). Further, it follows from (16) that nQ(1 > "n1=) ! C0"  =
E[G"(N;)] as n ! 1. Now, since G"(N;) has Poisson distribution with mean " =, we
see that
lim
"!0
limsup
n!1
Q
 
"

 
 
n X
i=1
1fi>"n1=g   nQ(1 > "n1=)

 
 
 =2
!
 lim
"!0
P

jG"(N;)   E[G"(N;)]j 

2"

 lim
"!0
4"2
2 Var(G"(N;)) = lim
"!0
4"2 
2
= 0:22 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
Next, we estimate the probability in (49). By Chebychev's inequality and the fact that the
i are stationary under Q, this probability is bounded above by
4
2n2= VarQ
 
n X
i=1
i ^ "n1=
!
=
4
2n2=nVarQ(1 ^ "n1=) +
8
2n2=
n X
k=1
(n   k)CovQ(1 ^ "n1=;k+1 ^ "n1=): (51)
Now, the tail decay (16) of 1 and Karamata's theorem (see p. 17 in [Res08]) imply that
limsup
n!1
n (2= 1) VarQ(1 ^ "n1=)  lim
n!1
n (2= 1)EQ[2
1 ^ "2n2=] = C0
4   
2   
"2 :
Since  < 2 this vanishes as " ! 0 and so to nish the proof of the lemma it is enough to show
that
(52) lim
"!0
limsup
n!1
1
n2=
n X
k=1
(n   k)CovQ(1 ^ "n1=;k+1 ^ "n1=) = 0:
To bound the covariance terms, we use (12) to write
k+1 =
k+1 1 X
j=k
(1 + 2Wj)
= k+1   k + 2
k+1 1 X
j=k
W1;j + 2W1 11;k 1Rk;k+1 1
=: ~ k+1 + 2W1 11;k 1Rk;k+1 1:
Note that ~ k+1 is independent of 1, so that for some constant C0
CovQ(1 ^ "n1=;k+1 ^ "n1=) = CovQ(1 ^ "n1=;k+1 ^ "n1=   ~ k+1 ^ "n1=)

q
VarQ(1 ^ "n1=)
q
VarQ(k+1 ^ "n1=   ~ k+1 ^ "n1=)
 C0"1 =2n1= 1=2
q
EQ[(k+1   ~ k+1)21f~ k+1"n1=g] (53)
for n large enough. An examination of the formula for ~ k+1 shows that Rk;k+1 1  ~ k+1.
Therefore,
EQ[(k+1   ~ k+1)21f~ k+1"n1=g] = 4EQ
h
W2
1 12
1;k 1R2
k;k+1 11f~ k+1"n1=g
i
 4EQ

W2
1 1

EQ

2
1;k 1

EQ
h
R2
k;k+1 11fRk;k+1 1"n1=g
i
= 4EQ

W2
 1

EQ

2
0; 1
k 1 EQ
h
R2
0; 11fR0; 1"n1=g
i
; (54)
where in the last step we used the invariance of the distribution Q under shifts by the ladder
locations i. Further, EQ[W2
 1] < 1 by (41), and EQ[0; 1] < 1 by the denition of the
ladder locations. Also, since R0; 1  1, EQ
h
R2
0; 11fR0; 1"n1=g
i
 C0"2 n2= 1 for large
n. Combining this with (53) and (54) we see that for some 0 <  < 1,
CovQ(1 ^ "n1=;k+1 ^ "n1=)  (C0)2"2 n2= 1k;
and this bound on the covariance is sucient to prove (52). This nishes the proof of the
lemma. WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 23
We conclude this section by giving a corollary of Lemma 5.5 that is of independent interest.
In [PZ09] it was shown that, if 0 <  < 1, then n 1=E!Tn = n 1= Pn
i=1 i converges in
distribution to a -stable random variable. The following corollary shows that E!Tn has a
stable limit law when  2 [1;2) as well.
Corollary 5.6. If  = 1, then there exists a b > 0 and a sequence D00(n) = E[11f1ng] 
C0 logn such that
lim
n!1
Q

E!Tn   nD00(n)
n
 x

= L1;b(x); 8x 2 R:
If  2 (1;2), then
lim
n!1
Q

E!Tn   nEQ[E!T1]
n1=  x

= L;b(x); 8x 2 R:
In both cases b = =.
Proof. This is a direct application of Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.5 to Theorem 3.1 in [DH95].

6. Weak quenched limits of hitting times - quenched centering
Having done the necessary preperatory work in Sections 4 and 5 we are now ready to prove
Theorem 1.3. Recall, that by Proposition 4.1 it is enough to show that  n;!
Q
=)  H(N;) for
some  > 0, where  n;! =  H(Nn;!) is given in (21), while  H and Nn;! are dened by (3) and
(39), respectively. Since Nn;!
Q
=) N; by Proposition 5.1, if the mapping  H : Mp ! M1 were
continuous the statement of Theorem 1.3 would follow by the continuous mapping theorem.
Unfortunately,  H is not a continuous mapping. To overcome this, we employ a truncation
technique.
For " > 0 dene the a mapping  H" : Mp ! M1 by modifying the denition (21) as follows:
(55)  H"()() = P
0
@
X
i1
xi(i   1)1fxi>"g 2 
1
A; when  =
X
i1
xi:
It turns out that this mapping is continuous on the relevant subset of Mp.
Lemma 6.1.  H" is continuous on the set M
(")
p := f 2 Mp : (f"g) = 0g.
Proof. Let n
v !  2 M
(")
p . Then, by [Res08, Proposition 3.13] there exists an integer M and a
labelling of the points of  and n (for n suciently large) such that
( \ (";1)) =
M X
i=1
xi; and n( \ (";1)) =
M X
i=1

x
(n)
i
;
with (x
(n)
1 ;x
(n)
2 ;:::x
(n)
M ) ! (x1;x2;:::xM) as n ! 1. Consequently,
lim
n!1
 H"(n)() = lim
n!1P
 
M X
i=1
x
(n)
i (i   1) 2 
!
= P
 
M X
i=1
xi(i   1) 2 
!
=  H"()()
in the space M1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since P(N; = 2 M
(")
p ) = 0, Proposition 5.1, Lemma 6.1 and the contin-
uous mapping theorem [Bil99, Theorem 2.7] imply that for every " > 0,
(56)  H"(Nn;!)
Q
=)  H"(N;); as n ! 1:24 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
Next, we claim that
(57) lim
"!0+
 H"(N;) =  H(N;); P-a.s.
and
(58) lim
"!0
limsup
n!1
Q
 
(  H"(Nn;!);  H(Nn;!))  

= 0; 8 > 0:
By [Bil99, Theorem 3.2] this will show that
 n;! =  H(Nn;!)
Q
=)  H(N;);
which, by Proposition 4.1, is enough for the the conclusion of Theorem 1.3. Thus, it only
remains to prove (57) and (58). Since the claim (57) follows from the continuity of the map  H2
in the proof of Lemma 1.2 in Appendix A, we prove (58).
Recall that for any two random variables X and Y dened on the same probability space,
with respective laws LX and LY , (LX;LY ) 
 
EjX   Y j21=3. Therefore,
(  H"(Nn;!);  H(Nn;!)) 
 
1
n2=
n X
i=1
2
i 1fi=n1="g
!1=3
and so by the Markov inequality, (16) and Karamata's theorem,
limsup
n!1
Q
 
(  H"(Nn;!);  H(Nn;!))  

 limsup
n!1
Q
 
1
n2=
n X
i=1
2
i 1fi=n1="g  3
!
 limsup
n!1
n1 2=
3 EQ[2
11f1"n1=g]
=
2C0"2 
(2   )3
Since  < 2 the right hand side tends to 0 as " ! 0. This completes the proof of (58) and thus
also the proof of the Theorem 1.3. 
7. Weak quenched limiting distributions - averaged centering
In this section we prove weak convergence with the averaged centering stated in Theorem 1.6.
The argument is similar in most respects to the proof of Theorem 1.3 in the previous section,
so we will concentrate now on those parts of the argument that are dierent. Recall that by
Proposition 4.7 we only need to establish a weak quenched limit for
(59) n;! =
8
> <
> :
H(Nn;!)  2 (0;1)
H(Nn;!)   D0(n)  = 1
H(Nn;!)    n1 1=  2 (1;2);
where H : Mp ! M1 is given by (7). We will use Proposition 5.1 and, once again, we have
to use a truncated version of the mapping H. We will use the mapping H" dened in (8).
The following lemma, whose proof is identical to that of Lemma 6.1, shows that H" is also
continuous on the relevant subset of Mp.
Lemma 7.1. H" is continuous on M
(")
p = f 2 Mp : (f"g) = 0g.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 7.1 and Proposition 5.1 is
(60) H"(Nn;!)
Q
=) H"(N;):
We divide the remainder of the proof of Theorem 1.6 into two cases:  2 (0;1) and  2 [1;2).WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 25
7.1. Case I:  2 (0;1). The case  2 (0;1) is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Due to (60), it is enough to show that
(61) lim
"!0+ H"(N;) = H(N;); P-a.s.
and
(62) lim
"!0
limsup
n!1
Q((H"(Nn;!);H(Nn;!))  ) = 0; 8 > 0:
The proof of (61) is similar to that of (57). The main dierence between the proof of (62) and
that of (58) is that now we are using the fact that for any two random variables X and Y dened
on the same probability space, with respective laws LX and LY , (LX;LY ) 
 
EjX   Y j
1=2,
after which one uses once again (16) and Karamata's theorem.
7.2. Case II:  2 [1;2). The dierence in this case is that centering is needed. Let
cn(") =
(
EQ

11f12("n; n]g

if  = 1
n1 1=EQ
h
11f1>"n1=g
i
if  2 (1;2):
Recalling the denitions from the statement of Proposition 4.7, we see that the tail decay of 1
implies that
lim
n!1
cn(") =
(
~ c;1(") if  = 1
c;(") if  2 (1;2)
; where  = C0:
Combining this with (60) we obtain that
(63) H"(Nn;!)   cn(") =)
(
H"(N;1)   ~ c;1(") if  = 1
H"(N;)   c;(") if  2 (1;2):
We use, once again, [Bil99, Theorem 3.2]. By (63), in the case  2 (1;2), weak convergence
of the measures n;! in (59) will follow once we show that
(64) H"(N;)   c;(") converges P-a.s. as " ! 0+;
and
(65) lim
"!0
limsup
n!1
Q



H(Nn;!)    n1 1=;H"(Nn;!)   cn(")

 

= 0; 8 > 0:
The argument in the case  = 1 is exactly the same if one replaces every instance of  n1 1=
and c;(") with D0(n) and ~ c;1("), respectively. Thus we will only give the proof in the case
 2 (1;2).
To prove (64), let 1 > 2 > ::: be the points of N;. By Theorem 3.12.2 in [ST94], the
shifted truncated sums X
i1
ii1fi>"g   c;(")
converge a.s. as " ! 0+. The convergence above is true for almost every realization of the joint
sequence (i;i)i1, but by Fubini's theorem the same remains true for a.e. realization of the
Poisson process N;. Since a.s. convergence implies weak convergence, we obtain (64).26 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
Turning now to the proof of (65), we use the same upper bound on the Prohorov's distance
as in the proof of Theorem 1.3. Since  n1 1=   cn(") = n1 1=EQ[11f1=n1="g], we have


H(Nn;!)    n1 1=;H"(Nn;!)   cn(")


0
@ 2
n2=
 
n X
i=1

i1fi=n1="g   EQ[11f1=n1="g]
	
!21
A
1=3
+
 
2
n2=
n X
i=1
2
i 1fi=n1="g
!1=3
:
Therefore,
limsup
n!1
Q



H(Nn;!)    n1 1=;H"(Nn;!)   cn(")

 

 limsup
n!1
Q
0
@ 2
n2=
 
n X
i=1

i1fi=n1="g   EQ[11f1=n1="g]
	
!2

3
8
1
A (66)
+ limsup
n!1
Q
 
2
n2=
n X
i=1
2
i 1fi=n1="g 
3
8
!
: (67)
Lemma 5.5 implies that (66) vanishes as " ! 0, and (as in the proof of Theorem 1.3) Markov's
inequality, (16) and Karamata's theorem imply that (67) vanishes as " ! 0 as well. This
completes the proof of a limiting distribution for n;!, and the proof of Theorem 1.6 follows by
an application of Proposition 4.7.
8. Converting from time to space
In this section we show that the weak quenched limit theorem for the hitting times Tn in
Theorem 1.6 implies the weak quenched limit theorem for the random walk Xn in Corollary
1.8.
For any t  0, let
X
t = maxfXk : k  tg = maxfn 2 Z : Tn  tg
be the farthest the random walk has traversed to the right by time t. The usefulness of X
t
stems from the identity of the events
(68) fX
t < xg = fTx > tg and fX
t  xg = fTx  tg:
The following lemma implies that Xn typically is very close to X
n.
Lemma 8.1. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then, limsupn!1
X
n Xn
logn < 1, P-a.s.
Proof. The event fX
n   Xn  Mg implies that for some x = 0;1;:::n   1 the random walk
after rst hitting x then backtracks to x   M. Thus,
P(X
n   Xn  M) 
n 1 X
x=0
Px(Tx M < 1) = nP(T M < 1);
where the last equality follows from the translation invariance of the measure P on environ-
ments. It was shown in [GS02, Lemma 3.3] that Assumptions 1 and 2 imply that there exist
constants C;C0 > 0 such that P(T M < 1)  Ce C0M. Taking M = K logn for K > 2=C0 we
obtain that
P(X
n   Xn  (logn)2)  Cn (C0K 1);WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 27
which is summable over n. The claim of the lemma now follows from the Borel-Cantelli Lemma.

We will also need the following Corollary of Theorem 1.6.
Corollary 8.2. Let  2 (0;2), and let ; be the limiting random probability measure given
by the conclusion of Theorem 1.6 (that is n;! =) ;). Then, n;!(x;1) =) ;(x;1) for
any x 2 R.
Proof. First of all, note that the random probability measures ; are continuous distributions
with probability 1. That is, P(;(fxg) > 0) = 0. To see this, note that on an event of
probability 1, we can write ; = E1(=1)  ~ ;, where 1 is the largest point of the Poisson
process, E1 is the standard exponential distribution, and ~ ; is another random probabil-
ity distribution. The continuity of the exponential distribution then implies that ; is also
continuous.
For any x 2 R, the mapping  7! (x;1) from M1 to R is continuous on the set Cx = f 2
M1 : (fxg) = 0g. Since we showed above that P(; 2 Cx) = 1, the continuous mapping
theorem implies that n;!(x;1) =) ;(x;1) as n ! 1. 
We are now ready to give the proof of Corollary 1.8.
Proof of Corollary 1.8. We will rst prove Theorem 1.8 with X
n in place of Xn and then use
Lemma 8.1 to transfer the results to Xn. Since the centering and scaling used depends on  we
divide the proof into three cases:  2 (0;1),  = 1, and  2 (1;2).
8.1. Case I:  2 (0;1). If  2 (0;1), then (68) implies that for x 2 R xed
P! (X
n < xn) = P!
 
Tdxne > n

= P!

Tdxne
dxne1= >
n
dxne1=

= dxne;!

n
dxne1=;1

Corollary 8.2 implies that the last term above converges in distribution to ;(x 1=;1) =
H(N;)(x 1=;1) (note that here we are using the monotonicity of distribution functions, the
fact that ; is a continuous distribution with probability 1, and the fact that n=dxne1= !
x 1= as n ! 1). Thus, we have shown that
(69) P! (X
n < xn) =) H(N;)(x 1=;1):
Next, note that Xn  X
n implies that
(70) P!(X
n < xn)  P!(Xn < xn)  P!(X
n < xn + (logn)2) + P!(X
n   Xn > (logn)2):
Lemma 8.1 implies that P!(X
n   Xn > (logn)2) converges to 0 in L1, and thus also in distri-
bution. Therefore, (69) and (70) complete the proof of Theorem 1.8 when  2 (0;1) (here we
again are using the monotonicity of distribution functions and the fact that ; = H(N;) is
continuous with probability 1).
8.2. Case II:  = 1. Recall from Remark 4.8 that the sequence D(n) is given by
D(n) =
bn= c
n
D0(bn= c) =
bn= c
n
EQ

11f1 bn= cg

:
Note rst of all that this implies D(n)  Alogn, where A = C0= . Moreover, this explicit
representation also gives that D(y(n)) D(x(n)) ! 0 as n ! 1 for any sequences x(n);y(n) !
1 with x(n)  y(n).28 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
We postpone for now the denition of the averaged centering term (n) for the random walk
Xn. Whatever (n) is, for xed x we let (n) = d(n) + xn=(logn)2e. Then, (68) implies that
P!

X
n   (n)
n=(logn)2 < x

= P!
 
X
n < (n) + xn=(logn)2
= P!
 
T(n) > n

= P!

T(n)   (n)D((n))
(n)
>
n   (n)D((n))
(n)

= (n);!

n   (n)D((n))
(n)
;1

: (71)
Now, we can choose (n) so that
(72) (n)D((n)) = n + o(1); as n ! 1:
Then, recalling the denition of (n) and the fact that D(n)  Alogn as n ! 1, this implies
that
(n)  (n) 
n
Alogn
; as n ! 1;
and
lim
n!1
n   (n)D((n))
(n)
=  A2x:
(Note that in this last limit we used the fact that D((n)) D((n)) ! 0 since (n);(n) ! 1
and (n)  (n) as n ! 1).
Recalling (71) and having chosen (n) according to (72), Corollary 8.2 implies that
P!

X
n   (n)
n=(logn)2 < x

=) lim
"!0+

H"(N;1)   c;1(")

( A2x;1); 8x 2 R:
Replacing X
n with Xn in the above statement is again accomplished by using Lemma 8.1. The
proof is essentially the same as in the case  2 (0;1) and is therefore ommitted.
8.3. Case III:  2 (1;2). Let x 2 R be xed, and dene  (n) = dnvP + xn1=e. Then (68)
implies that
P!

X
n   nvP
n1= < x

= P!

X
n < nvP + xn1=

= P!
 
T (n) > n

= P!

T (n)    (n)=vP
 (n)1= >
n    (n)=vP
 (n)1=

=  (n);!

n    (n)=vP
 (n)1= ;1

Note that
lim
n!1
n    (n)=vP
 (n)1= = lim
n!1
n   dnvP + xn1=e=vP
dnvP + xn1=e1= =  xv
 1 1=
P ;
and thus Corollary 8.2 implies that
P!

X
n   nvP
n1= < x

=) lim
"!0+

H"(N;)   c;(")

( xv
 1 1=
P ;1); 8x 2 R:
We again omit the proof that X
n can be replace by Xn in the above statement. WEAK QUENCHED LIMITS 29
Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1.2
The easiest way to see the measurability of  H is to represent it as a composition of two
maps, and to show that each one of these maps is measurable. We write  H =  H2   H1, where
 H1 : Mp ! l2 is dened by
 H1()() =
(
(x(1);x(2);:::) if
P
i1 x2
i < 1
0 otherwise;
where x(1)  x(2)  ::: is the nonincreasing rearrangement of the points of  =
P
i1 xi, and
0 is the zero element in l2, while  H2 : l2 ! M1 is dened by
 H2(x)() = P
0
@
X
i1
xi(i   1) 2 
1
A
for x = (x1;x2;:::) 2 l2, where i are i.i.d. Exp(1) random variables under the measure P.
Since the Borel -eld on l2 coincides with its cylindrical -eld, measurability of the map  H1
will follow once we check both that for each k = 1;2;::: the map  H1;k : Mp ! R dened for
 =
P
i1 xi by  H1;k() = x(k) is measurable, and also that the set
F =
n
 =
X
i1
xi :
X
i1
x2
i < 1
o
is a measurable subset of Mp. The rst statement follows since each  H1;k is, clearly, a continuous
map. The second statement follows by writing F = [1
m=1Fm, where for each m,
Fm =
n
 =
X
i1
xi :
X
i1
x2
(i)  m
o
is, by the continuity of the maps  H1;k and Fatou's lemma, a closed set.
In order to prove measurability of the map  H2, it is enough to prove its continuity. Let
x(n) = (x
(n)
1 ;x
(n)
2 ;:::), n = 1;2;::: be a sequence in l2 converging to y = (y1;y2;:::) 2 l2.
Instead of proving that
P
i1 x
(n)
i (i   1) converges weakly to
P
i1 yi(i   1) it is, of course,
sucient to prove convergence in probability. This latter convergence follows immediately
because
E
0
@
X
i1
x
(n)
i (i   1)  
X
i1
yi(i   1)
1
A
2
= kx(n)   yk2
2 :
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 4.6
The tail decay of E!S was analyzed in [Pet09], but for completeness we will briey out-
line the argument here. By using h-transforms one can compute a formula for the transition
probabilities of the random walk conditioned on exiting the interval (0;) to the right. Given
these conditional transition probabilities one can apply the formula (12) for the quenched
expectation of the amount of time to move one step to the right. Before giving this for-
mula we need to introduce some notation. Recall that M1 = maxf0;j : 0  j < g. Let
i0 = maxfi 2 [1;] : 0;i 1 = M1g, and denote
M  = minfi;j : 0 < i  j < i0g ^ 1; and M+ = maxfi;j : i0 < i  j < g _ 1:
Then, following the proof of Corollary 4.2 in [Pet09], one can show that for any 0 < i < ,
(73) Ei
!

Ti+1
 T < T0

 1 +
23M+
(M )3 
33M+
(M )3 :30 JONATHON PETERSON AND GENNADY SAMORODNITSKY
This immediately implies that E!S  34M+
(M )3 . The proof of the tail decay (35) of E!S is then
accomplished by recalling (15) and the following Lemma from [Pet09].
Lemma B.1 (Lemma 4.1 in [Pet09]). For any 0 < " < 1 and "0; > 0,
Q(M+ > n; M1 > n(1 ")=) = o(n 1+" +"0
);
and
Q(M  < n ; M1 > n(1 ")=) = o(n 1+" +"0
):
Applying this lemma and recalling from (15) that  has exponential tails, we obtain that for
any 0 < " < 1 and "0; > 0,
Q

E!S > n5; M1 > n(1 ")=

 Q(4 > n) + Q(M+ > n; M1 > n(1 ")=)
+ Q(M  < n ; M1 > n(1 ")=)
= o(n 1+" +"0
):
Choosing 5 = 6"= completes the proof of (35).
The proof of (36) is similar. We note rst of all that
E!F(1) = 1 + E 1
! [T0]P!
 
X1 =  1jT+
0 < T

+ E1
! [T0 jT0 < T]P!
 
X1 = 1jT+
0 < T

 1 + E 1
! [T0] + E1
! [T0 jT0 < T]
= 2 + 2W 1 + E1
! [T0 jT0 < T]:
It was shown in [PZ09, Lemma 2.2] that W 1 has exponential tails under the measure Q, so
we only need to anlayze the tails of the E1
! [T0 jT0 < T]. To this end, the proof of (73) can be
modied by instead conditioning on exiting the interval (0;) to the left in order to obtain that
Ei
!

Ti 1

T0 < T


33(M+)3
M  ; for any 0 < i < :
Then, as was done above for E!S, we can use (15) and Lemma B.1 to obtain that for any
0 < " < 1 and "0; > 0,
Q

E1
! [T0 jT0 < T] > n5; M1 > n(1 ")=

= o(n 1+" +"0
):
Choosing again 5 = 6"= proves (36).
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